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Abstract

The problem of building of sets of independent statistical tests for estimating
of cryptographic qualities of random sequences and random number generators
is considered and previous results are generalized. The theorem is proved which
allows us to construct the methodic of statistical tests independence checking.
Practical results are obtained using the methodic.

1 Introduction

The necessary condition for cryptosystem security is usage of pseudorandom/random
generator with definite cryptographic properties for generating cryptosystem’s param-
eters and key data. The main method for checking up these properties is testing its
output sequences with statistical tests from the some set [1], [2]. And rather important
question is: to use only independent tests, so as the results of each test don’t duplicate
the results of others. The reasons for this are: to minimize the testing time and to be
able to calculate the general error of first kind for hypothesis of sequence randomness.

For the first time the definition of statistical tests independence was introduced in
[3], than a lot of works showed it’s practical usefulness and convenience. For example,
it was shown that the property of independence of statistical tests doesn’t depend on
different parameters, such as alphabet and length of sequences, level of significance,
else. The procedure of checking up tests independence according to the mentioned
definition [3] is fast and simple, but needs the ”almost perfect generator” (in practice
was used the adopted generator from [4], Appendix A). Sometimes such a demand
is rather troublesome. In this article the procedure is described for checking up the
tests independence using a random/pseudorandom generator with unknown output
distribution.

2 Independence of statistical tests (main definitions)

Let T1 and T2 be some statistical tests with levels of significance α1 and α2 respectively,
the random values ξ1 and ξ2 are the indicators that some random value sequence X
passed tests T1 and T2 respectively (i.e., the basic test basic hypothesis is adopted):

ξ1 = 1{Xpassed the test T1},
ξ2 = 1{Xpassed the test T2}.



Definition 1. Tests T1 and T2 are called independent (at a given levels of significance
of α1 and α2) if random values ξ1 and ξ2 are independent.

By this definition tests independence means that the result of the test T1 does
not depend on the result of the test T2. The condition in definition 1 is weaker than
the condition of test statistics independence. Similarly we can specify any number of
independent statistical tests.

Definition 2. The tests T = {Tj}1≤j≤N with given levels of significance {αj}1≤j≤N

are called independent if the correspondent indicators ξ1, . . . , ξN are independent in
common.

As numerous experimental results show, the property of independence of statistical
tests doesn’t depends on the tests parameters, such as alphabet of sequences, length
of sequences, levels of significance, etc.

So far as there is no way to give a rigorous proof of the dependence or indepen-
dence of the random values ξ1, . . . , ξN , the hypothesis of the tests independence will be
checked with statistical methods.

Let now and later {Tj}1≤j≤N be the set of statistical tests with the levels of signif-
icance, {αj}1≤j≤N , respectively.

Definition 3. With each set of tests T = {Tj}1≤j≤N we associate some vector t =
(t1, . . . , tN), ti ∈ {0, 1}, 1 ≤ j ≤ N , which is called a template of passing of the tests
{Tj}1≤j≤N , and the element tj is called a template of passing of the test Tj.

Let X be a random element on Al and the random values ξj are defined as follows:

ξj(X) =

{
1, if Xpassed the test T ;
0, otherwise.

If the probability distribution of the random element X is given by some pseudo-
random (random) generator with some probability characteristics, the distribution of
random values ξj will be also defined.

Definition 4. We say that sequence X passes the tests set T = {Tj}1≤j≤N according
to the template t = (t1, . . . , tN), if ∀j = 1, N : ξj(X) = tj.

Set the following designations:

η
tj
j (X) = 1{ξj(X) = tj}, j = 1, N, (1)

ηt1...tN (X) = 1{ξ1(X) = t1, . . . ξN(X) = tN} =
N∏

j=1

1{ξj(X) = tj} =
N∏

j=1

η
tj
j (X), (2)

p
tj
j (X) = P{ξj(X) = tj} = P{ηtj

j (X) = 1}, j = 1, N, (3)

pt1...tN (X) = P{ηt1
1 (X) = 1, . . . ηtN

N (X) = 1}. (4)

We will assume that the generator that produces random value sequences has the
next properties:



(P1): the generator is a stationary source of random value sequences;

(P2): the sequence Xi, i ≥ 1 can be chosen so that they are independent random
elements of Al.

Under this conditions the secuences sequences Xi, i ≥ 1 can be assumed as inde-
pendent in common identically distributed elements of Al.

Due to properties (P1) and (P2), ∀i = 1, n the values p
tj
j (Xi) and pt1...tN

j (Xi) do not

depend on the index i; we will mark them p
tj
j and pt1...tN

j , respectively.

If the template t is fixed we will use denominators ηj(Xi), j = 1, N , i = 1, n; η(Xi);

pj and p instead of η
tj
j (Xi), j = 1, N , i = 1, n; ηt1...tN (Xi); p

tj
j and pt1...tN , respectively.

Also define random values

θ
(n)
j =

1

n

n∑
i=1

ηj(Xi), j = 1, N, (5)

θ(n) =
1

n

n∑
i=1

η(Xi). (6)

Note that under the condition of tests independence the equality p =
N∏

j=1

pj is true.

In our notifications the next theorem is valid.

Theorem 1. Let some values 0 < γ < 1 and ε > 0 are given. If the tests from the set
T are independent in the sense of definition 2 and

n ≥ max

{
9 ·

(
N

2ε
Φ−1

(
1− 1− γ

4N

))2

, 9 ·
(

Φ−1

(
3 + γ

4

)
/ε

)2
}

, (7)

where Φ(·) is a standard normal distribution function,
then the following equality is true:

P{ρ(n) ∈ (ρ1 − ε/3, ρ2 + ε/3)} ≥ γ,

where

ρ(n) =
N∏

j=1

θ
(n)
j =

1

nN

N∏
j=1

N∑
j=1

η
(j)
i , (8)

ρ1 =
n

t2 + n


θ(n) +

t2

2n
− t

√
θ(n)(1− θ(n))

n
+

(
t

2n

)2

 , (9)

ρ1 =
n

t2 + n


θ(n) +

t2

2n
+ t

√
θ(n)(1− θ(n))

n
+

(
t

2n

)2

 , (10)

t = Φ−1

(
3 + γ

4

)
.

At that the length of interval (ρ1 − ε/3, ρ2 + ε/3) is not greater than ε.



3 Results

The following results were obtained in [3].
The generator described in [4] was used. The set of 43 tests from [1] was accepted

to be dependent. But the set of 4 tests (Frequency (Monobits) Test, Frequency Test
within a Block, Runs Test, Test for the Longest Run of Ones in a Block) was accepted
to be independent.

In this work following results were obtained.
The set of 4 tests (Frequency (Monobits) Test, Frequency Test within a Block,

Runs Test, Test for the Longest Run of Ones in a Block) was tested. The template
was t = (1, 1, 1, 1), in other words the passing of all tests simultaneously was checked.

The generator described in [4] and the generators with some defects, such as nonuni-
form distribution of outs, dependence between symbols of outs and their places, de-
pendence between symbols of outs, were used.

The set of the tests was accepted to be independent for all these generators. But
trivial values were obtained when the generator with nonuniform distribution of outs
was used.

Further work will deal with obtaining and researching of practical results.
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